THE INNOVATORS IN SURFACE PREPARATION

BMP-4000G SCARIFIER
A DIESEL POWERED RIDE-ON HEAVY DUTY SCARIFIER

MILLING 400 MM
SAWING 380 MM

300 RPM | SCARIFYING
1180 RPM | SAWING

1.995 MM | 840 MM | 1.550 MM

HYDRAULIC | 0-45 M/MIN

1.550 KG

RIDE-ON

34 KW | 3 CYLINDER DIESEL ENGINE

SURFACE:
CONCRETE | STONE | ASPHALT

The Blastrac BMP-4000G is a new heavy duty ride-on sawing
(shaving) and milling machine ideally suited for large milling and
sawing applications, for example road construction and industrial
flooring. The BMP-4000G is a multifunctional machine. By changing the hydraulic motor you can easily swap the milling and the
sawing technology. It has a double, hydraulic micrometric adjustment to set the working depth, to work very precisely and eliminate
the risk of underground deterioration. Due to its increased weight
it allows you to generate more efficient and precise sawing and
milling actions.

kg

USER FRIENDLY

PRECISE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

CENTRED DOWN FORCE

ELECTRIC OR PETROL

LATERAL DRUM LOADING

GREEN TECHNOLOGY

Easy to manoeuvre, minimum vibrations and everything you need
to control the machines is within arm’s reach. The handles and
lifting eyes make it easy to transport.

All Blastrac scarifies are built in a way that all the weight of the
machine is centred in order to create a maximum down force on
the rotating drum.

Blastrac scarifiers are especially designed so that the drum can
easily be pulled out of the machine from the side, without having
to move the machine.

L,W,H

The working depth of the drum with cutting / milling tools is easily
adjustable, and precise to the millimetre. This means no underground deterioration.

All our scarifying models come in an electric or a petrol/diesel
version to give you even more versatility.

Our scarifiers, like any other Blastrac machine, do not use any
chemicals or waste valuable drinking water.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.BLASTRAC.EU
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BMP-4000G OPTIONS

BDC-99

001112SR

E08928

E08714

DUST COLLECTOR

20 M SUCTION HOSE

SPACER RING 2,5MM

BLADE Ø400MM

Ø 150 MM

E09042

SPACER RING 3MM

E09450

SPACER RING 4MM

E08965

E08964

E08780

E07766

DRUM CHANGING SET

DRUM CHANGING KIT

MILLING PICK CHANGING TOOL

MILLING PICK ASPHALT

COMPLETE

E07777

MILLING PICK CONCRETE

E08712

E07774/116

E07774/60

SAWING DRUM

DRUM

DRUM

